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Abstract
Precision medicine can utilize new techniques in order to more effectively translate research findings into clinical practice. In
this article, we first explore the limitations of traditional study designs, which stem from (to name a few): massive cost for
the assembly of large patient cohorts; non-representative patient data; and the astounding complexity of human biology.
Second, we propose that harnessing electronic health records and mobile device biometrics coupled to longitudinal data may
prove to be a solution to many of these problems by capturing a ‘real world’ phenotype. We envision that future biomedical
research utilizing more precise approaches to patient care will utilize continuous and longitudinal data sources.

Introduction
Precision medicine consists of medical care more precisely tar-
geted to a patient’s phenotypic landscape. Treating to an indi-
vidual patient’s physiological characteristics or symptoms is of
course not a new concept—measuring and using variables like
physical examination findings, vital signs and laboratory test
results have been used by physicians for decades. However, the
incorporation of genetic profiling has vastly expanded the num-
ber of dimensions through which we can understand an indi-
vidual’s characteristics. Since the early 2000s, genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) have been one of the primary tools
for the discovery of gene function and genetic mechanisms of
disease. GWAS most often involve the creation of case–control
cohorts through recruitment of individuals possessing a clinical
disease or phenotypic trait alongside control individuals.
Statistical requirements generally dictate that these studies

enroll large number of patients at great expense; consider the
sample sizes for recent complex disease GWAS cohorts in hy-
pertension (475 000) (1); major depressive disorder (460 000) (2);
obesity (300 000) (3); type 2 diabetes mellitus (150 000) (4); schizo-
phrenia (110 00) (5); coronary artery disease (100 000) (6); etc.
Constructing these massive disease cohorts is an admirable but
enormously expensive task—requiring coordination across
many academic medical centers, funding agencies and some-
times even different governments. Additionally, even when
these cohorts are successfully assembled, there remain impor-
tant scientific considerations. For example, patients who con-
sent to participate in clinical studies are sometimes
systematically different from other patients (7). For example,
even simply volunteering to participate in clinical research has
been shown to be a powerful predictor of 5-year survival in
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patients with heart failure (hazard ratio¼ 0.3) (8). In contrast, al-
though they are still imperfect, observational studies tend to in-
clude patients who are more representative of the broader
population than clinical trials (9).

Observational Biobanks Coupled to EHR Data:
A Natural Alternative
In this section, we expound upon the limitations of traditional
study designs in the post-GWAS era (10) and how they can be
addressed through the use of biobanks linked to electronic
health records (EHR) and smart devices with observational
study designs (Fig. 1). Briefly, here we use the term ‘biobanks’ to
refer to collections or repositories of patient samples (generally
whole blood) which have been genotyped by either microarray,
exome (WES)-, or whole-genome sequencing (WGS). These re-
sults are then deposited to a database for retrospective analysis
by researchers. There are many impressive initiatives to collect
health and genomic information from population-scale cohorts
such as the NIH’s All of Us Research Program (https://allofus.
nih.gov/) and U.S. Department of Veteran Affair’s Million
Veteran Program (MVP; https://www.research.va.gov/mvp/), as
well as others that we list in Table 1.

First, many traditional prospective study designs are typi-
cally limited to the use of trait measurements collected during a
trial period. In the case of a mostly static phenotype such as
adult height, this is likely sufficient. However, many complex
human traits and diseases are dynamic in nature and have
strong temporal components that should not be ignored in the
analysis of genetic associations. To continue with our example
case of hypertension: since blood pressure (BP) measurements
exhibit trends at timescales of hours, days, years, etc., it follows
that incorporating this dynamism into analysis can improve

discovery. One natural and convenient data source for longitu-
dinal trends are those found in EHR, which often contain years
of data for routine clinical measurements like BP. In fact,
Hoffman et al. employed this strategy when they compared us-
ing single measurements versus incorporating multiple mea-
surements from EHR in a recent GWAS (11). This study found
that the use of longitudinal measurements doubled the vari-
ance explained by SNPs for systolic and diastolic blood pressure,
and tripled the variance explained in pulse pressure (SBP minus
DBP). They also discovered up to (in the case of pulse pressure)
23 new SNPs through the incorporation of multiple
measurements.

Second, the use of observational data acquired from
hospital-based systems has another advantage. Because these
data are acquired during the process of provision of care, it is es-
sentially ‘free”’for research use after accounting for the admin-
istrative and personnel costs required to structure and
anonymize EHR data for analysis. Large academic medical cen-
ters and health systems routinely may have records for up to
millions of patients, while the cost of building such disease-
specific cohorts may be impossible for an individual investiga-
tor. A related, subtle consideration may be that results in the
EHR can be more representative of actual clinical practice than
those collected during a clinical trial. For example, the recent
SPRINT clinical trial for the effects of intensive antihypertensive
therapy (12) was criticized for using a non-standard BP mea-
surement technique that was thought not to be indicative of the
BPs measured in the clinic on a day-to-day basis. We were able
to use a causal inference method applied to records from the
Mount Sinai Hospital to validate conclusions reached in SPRINT
against real-word BP measurements (13). SPRINT, as a large and
complex multicenter trial, likely cost millions of dollars to per-
form, while our confirmatory analysis required only a few
weeks of labor. While we did not incorporate genetic analysis

Figure 1. Workflow for harmonizing multi-omic and health data for personalized medicine. These data modalities have limitations in their applicability for healthcare

when taken in isolation. For instance, genomic data often are most informative in the context of a phenotype. EHR data are restricted to patient encounter visits and

therefore have many gaps in phenotype information. When these data types are harmonized and assessed in relation to one another, a more powerful ‘quantified self’

is produced which allows for capturing a more comprehensive and overall reflective health state. In this scenario, a patient’s phenotype data from their EHR encoun-

ters are supplemented by information tracked by various devices, such as blood pressure, activity and sleep monitors, which can help physicians tailor treatment

based on her health state.
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into our trial since SPRINT also did not, the same idea holds
true for the analyses of biobanked genetic data. Finally, we also
note that EHR-based analyses allow for serendipitous findings.
In contrast, for example in a prospective trial, investigators can-
not generally assess associations between seemingly unlinked
variables if they were not collected from the beginning of the
study.

Best Practices for Utilizing Electronic Health
Records Data
Because the purposes of EHR are foremost to enable the provi-
sion of medical care and for hospital billing, the data contained
within these systems are typically not in a format readily suit-
able for research. In particular, EHR data structures often result
from years of haphazard integration across various clinical
units, software vendors, informatics systems, etc. and are thus
typically quite complex. Even when the data is readily obtain-
able, it is well known that there are a plethora of issues revolv-
ing around usability of EHR for research at both the data and
operational level (14). For instance, EHR data are often not qual-
ity controlled and may contain substantial errors or high rates
of redundancy and missingness (15). It is also important to note
that there are also challenges pertaining to use of retrospective
cohorts, such as selection and confounding biases (16).
Furthermore, the formats these data are recorded in usually
cannot be easily linked to other biomedical or bioinformatic
databases and resources.

Because of these myriad difficulties, much effort has been
exhausted on techniques to harmonize these data in a stan-
dardized fashion which can be connected to other biomedical
resources. Interoperability issues can be partially overcome
from a schema structure that is normalized, like the particularly
notable efforts from the Observational Health Data Sciences
and Informatics (OHDSI) consortium (17). OHDSI was able to use
its OMOP data structure to integrate health records for more
than 250 million patients from 11 sites to characterize treat-
ment patterns for major depressive disorder, hypertension and
type 2 diabetes mellitus.

Even with cleaned and harmonized data, there still remains
the issue of precise and accurate disease phenotyping.
Specifically, the data that is recorded in EHR are not necessarily
reflective of the criteria by which a physician makes a diagnosis.
When a patient is seen in a clinical visit, their health state is
broken down into structured (e.g. ICD codes) and unstructured
(e.g. notes) data that are pre-defined by available fields. While
some of the insight of the physician is recorded as impressions
in clinical notes, it is not a replacement for this interaction.
Accordingly, when EHR are used for research, we must recon-
struct a patient’s health state from this imperfect

representation. With no prospective study criteria or quality
control, the question then becomes: ‘How do we accurately de-
fine a disease using EHR data?’ Fortunately, electronic pheno-
typing algorithms have been introduced as a tool to systematize
the process in order to promote better accuracy and reproduc-
ibility. These algorithms are developed by experts that indicate
the EHR fields and data that should be used for inclusion and
exclusion criteria per disease. The performance of these algo-
rithms are typically evaluated through manual chart review.
The Phenotype Knowledgebase (PheKB; https://phekb.org/) col-
lects and houses these algorithms for research use. Recently,
there have been promising efforts to attempt to automate this
process through machine learning. For example, Blecker et al.
recently compared the utility of five different methods (two
clinical heuristic; one logistic regression model from structured
clinical variables; and two machine learning approaches using
both structured and unstructured EHR-derived data) to electron-
ically phenotype heart failure patients (18). They found that the
machine-learning algorithms outperformed more traditional
strategies for phenotyping. Similarly, we have implemented a
machine-learning approach called word2vec with promising
preliminary results for automated phenotyping in five different
diseases (19). In this study, we compared cohorts derived from
this automated process to those processed from ‘gold standard’
electronic phenotyping algorithms from PheKB as a metric of
performance. Our automated approach had promising perfor-
mances for some diseases, such as sickle cell disease, but less
so for others, like dementia. We attribute this discrepancy to
such factors as complexity of criteria and underlying difficulty
in representing diseases using structured EHR data. These find-
ings indicate that completely automated procedures may not be
ready for replacing manual phenotyping strategies but hope-
fully will augment them in the near future. Lastly, natural lan-
guage processing of physician notes in particular may finally be
enabled by the advent of deep learning models (20,21).

Recent Advances in Precision Medicine from
EHR-coupled Biobanks
Verifying true variant-disease associations

EHR-coupled biobanks can be used to assess the validity of pre-
viously reported variant-phenotype associations. Consider the
excellent study by Haggerty et al. which examined the effect of
database-annotated pathogenic and likely pathogenic variants
associated with arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopa-
thy (ARVC) (22). The authors interrogated the sequenced
exomes for 30 000 individuals and found 18 individuals carrying
a variant supposedly causal for ARVC; however, none of the in-
dividuals were diagnosed with ARVC (which presents with a
striking phenotype) and can be diagnosed in most cases in a

Table 1. Notable biobanks with linked EHR

Institution Data types Approximate sample size Access Link

UK Biobank Genotype 500 000 Application http://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/
Genomics England WGS 100 000a Applicationa https://www.genomicsengland.co.uk/
UK10K WGS/WES 10 000 Application https://www.uk10k.org/
discovEHR WES 50 000 Private http://www.discovehrshare.com/
eMERGE Genotype/WES/WGS 100 000 Private https://emerge.mc.vanderbilt.edu/
deCODE WGS 500 000 Private https://www.decode.com/

WGS, whole genome sequencing; WES, whole exome sequencing.
aPlanned.
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straightforward fashion with an electocardiogram. Upon further
review, most of the patients bearing a so-called pathogenic mu-
tation had no corresponding phenotype. Similarly, another
powerful study by Van Driest et al. interrogated the presence of
arrhythmia-associated variants with phenotypes documented
in the EHR (23). Similarly, they found that the individuals bear-
ing many supposedly pathogenic mutations were in fact not
statistically enriched for diagnosis of any arrhythmia, nor did
they possess notable arrhythmia-related phenotypes docu-
mented in the EHR.

Drug target discovery and drug response

EHR-linked biobanks have proven themselves to be an incredi-
ble resource for the discovery of novel drug targets (24–27). In an
example of successful academic–industry partnership, Dewey
et al. from Regeneron Pharmaceuticals used the exome sequenc-
ing results connected to the EHR from 58 000 patients collected
at the Geisinger Health System in rural Pennsylvania. The au-
thors discovered that loss-of-function mutations in ANGPTL3
were associated with the development of coronary artery dis-
ease (28). They used this knowledge to develop both an inacti-
vating monoclonal antibody to the protein which shows
promise for disease prevention. Similarly, Ionis pharmaceuti-
cals has since also demonstrated that antisense oligotides to
ANGPTL3 are also protective against cardiovascular disease in
humans (29).

EHR-linked biobanks have also been used in the field of
pharmacogenomics (30,31) to discover and interrogate specific
genetic variants that modulate or mediate drug efficacy, re-
sponse or tolerance, such as those that affect metabolism. The
eMERGE and Pharmacogenomics Research Network (eMERGE-
PGx) found out that 96.2% of 5000 clinical subjects had at least
one actionable variant for 82 pharmacogenes (32).

Probing disease biology through loss-of-function analysis

Inferring gene function from EHR analyses is not an easy task
due to complex properties of the association, such as pene-
trance, expressivity, mode of inheritance, among others. One
strategy seeks to bypass some of these issues by focusing on
rare, large-effect mutations that one can hypothesize would be
easier to detect from its impact on a phenotype. Loss-of-
function (LOF) variants, or protein-truncating variants (PTV),
within a gene, such as a premature stop gain, are predicted to
reduce or abolish its expression. As such, these can serve as
proxies for understanding how the system operates without it.

Recently, Dewey et al. used a large cohort to demonstrate that
individuals carry a median of 21 LoF mutations (33). Harnessing
the information contained in linked EHR (with a median of 14
years of follow-up), the authors were able to find a number of new
associations between genes and phenotypes such as erythrocyto-
sis. Furthermore, using a validated set of 76 truly clinically action-
able genes (as opposed to the thousands of allegedly pathogenic
GWAS-originated variants), they found that 3.5% of the population
carried a variant and that the associated disease could be vali-
dated in 65% of the carrier’s medical records. In the same popula-
tion, Abul-Husn et al. further explored the impact of known
damaging mutations in genes associated with familial hypercho-
lesterolemia (LDLR, APOB and PCSK9) and found that genetic diag-
nosis could predict adverse cardiovascular outcomes (34). In a
separate study, sequencing of lipoprotein lipase (a gene associated
with hypertriglyceridemia) in the same cohort was demonstrated

to be of clinical utility (35). In the same cohort it has also been
demonstrated that biobank sequencing data is of reliable quality
for clinical diagnosis of BRCA1/2 mutations causal for breast can-
cer, which means that biobanks developed primarily for research
can also be clinically useful in a straightforward fashion by en-
abling increased access to genetic testing (36).

In another fascinating example of the discoveries em-
powered by EHR-linked biobanks, Belbin et al. (37) demonstrated
that variants in the gene COL27A1 are causal for a rare pheno-
type for short stature, and furthermore that individuals with
these variants are actually present at much higher rates than
previously assumed (>2%) in individuals of Puerto Rican ances-
try. Since minority populations are drastically underrepre-
sented in much of biomedical research, the use of databases
where many individuals are ethnic minorities can even be seen
as an inclusive policy.

Non-conventional and multimodal analyses enabled by
EHR-linked biobanks

Because of the richness of data contained within EHR and the
ability to connect EHR to outside data sources, EHR-linked bio-
banks provide an excellent opportunity for unconventional
analyses which can result in surprising findings. For example,
we have used deep learning to analyze EHR for over 300 000 pa-
tients at our hospital to examine the discrepancy between chro-
nological and physiological aging (38). We found a number of
factors related to discrepancies between chronological age and
physiological age. For instance, in individuals with a predicted
(physiological) age significantly older than their chronological
age, we found increased prevalence of hypertension, increased
chronic inflammation, poor nutritional status, decreased kidney
function and signs of liver damage among others. Alternatively,
in individuals with a physiological age significantly younger
than their actual age, we found lower risks for hypertension
and hyperlipidemia and healthier kidney and liver functions. In
an interesting example of an environment-wide association
study (39), a group of researchers in England conducted a
biobank-enabled study examined the neighborhood prevalence
of fast-food establishments and physical recreation facilities
that were associated with rates of obesity (40).

The relationship between disease and other biological quan-
tities, or -omics, such as RNA expression levels can also be
probed in EHR-linked biobanks (41,42). This approach can fur-
ther elucidate potential pathways for how risk variants func-
tionally contribute to disease pathogenesis, taking into account
regulatory mechanisms unique to different functional units of
human biology, for example at the tissue or organ level.
Franzén, Ermel, Cohain et al. utilized the Stockholm-Tartu
Atherosclerosis Reverse Networks Engineering Task study
(STARNET) biobank, a collection of 600 patients with RNA data
for seven cardiometabolic tissues, to investigate functional
pathways by which coronary artery disease variants contribute
to disease incidence and progression (43). They identified the
gene-regulatory mechanisms for these risk loci, some of which
were tissue-specific, through eQTL analyses. Finally, biobanks
have been significantly useful for probing biological questions
related to race, ethnicity, and genetic ancestry (44,45).

Digital medicine

While EHR data undoubtedly enables higher fidelity analysis of
human disease, the inclusion of other clinically relevant data
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facilitates even further benefit. Despite its many benefits com-
pared to other methods for data acquisition, EHR data is limited
to information obtained during a clinical visit, and as such,
there are almost always temporal gaps (Fig. 1). Advances in de-
vices, computing power, cloud storage and data transmission
capabilities have ushered in the age of digital health, where
metrics reflective of health state can be continually collected
and analyzed with a variety of devices. It should be noted that
continuous measurement of physiological traits is not a new
concept—data obtained from methods such as 24 h ambulatory
BP measurement have been used for better outcome prediction
or to generate new indicators for effectiveness of antihyperten-
sive therapy (46). New Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices, which
can receive, display and transmit data in real time and can al-
low ‘high-definition medicine’ should further enable advances
like this (47). While smartphones are the devices of the most ob-
vious utility, there are increasing amounts of other ‘smart’ de-
vices that collect data that are reflective of, or contribute to, our
health state, such as: activity monitors [e.g. FitBit (https://www.
fitbit.com/)], digital scales, electronic air quality monitors [e.g.
FooBot (https://foobot.io/)] and digital sleep monitors among
countless others.

These devices are critically important in pushing forward
precision medicine by capturing pieces of information that can
give clinicians a more complete view of health state, rather
than piecing together snap shots of information from current
and past visits. A recent study by Li, Dunn, Salins et al. epito-
mizes the utility of continual tracking for digital health where
they were able to distinguish physiological disturbances from
personal baselines to identify the onset of Lyme disease and in-
flammatory responses (48). Advancing this even further, Muse
et al. envision a ‘smart medical home’ which consists of many
IoT devices that can be used to both capture data and provide
healthcare-related reminders, such as a smart mirror that dis-
plays which medications to take (49). One clinical area that
could particularly benefit from digital medicine is mental health
(50), which suffers from difficulties in accurately measuring
emotional state that are paramount toward measuring treat-
ment efficacy. The metrics that these IoT devices can measure
relevant information, such as sleep quality, mood abstracted
from facial recognition, to social media interactions, that are
both reflective of everyday life and at a higher frequency than
scheduled check-up or therapy appointments.

Ultimately, these capabilities may allow the digitization of
clinical trials (51), where continual collection of participant data
and remote monitoring can provide higher quality information
than is collected by traditional methods (i.e. automated weight
measurements versus self-reported logs) as well as data that
was unable to be continually tracked. There have been a num-
ber of Mobile Health (mHealth) studies that have followed this
model and have helped elucidate patterns underlying diseases,
such as the Asthma Mobile Health Study (52), which tracks mul-
tiple dimensions of data that could contribute to asthma symp-
toms such as surveys. With the rise of opportunities that digital
medicine affords also comes issues of privacy, security and
ownership of data (53). While it is beyond the scope of the cur-
rent article, it is a critical and on-going issue that deserves at-
tention (54,55).

Conclusion
Solving how biomedicine can incorporate genomics into clinical
practice is a vitally important problem that can be further en-
abled by the incorporation of strategies proposed in this paper.

As suggested by Greene and Loscalzo in a wonderful perspective
piece, medicine needs to ‘put the patient back together’ (55). If
we want to cure human disease, there is ultimately no better
avenue—and we believe that we have laid out compelling alter-
natives in this article which may be employed to enable mean-
ingful research. To state these ideas simply: First, obtain as
much relevant data as is possible to reach your conclusions.
This will often require the use of linked EHR instead of the lim-
ited data collected during prospective trials. Similarly, incorpo-
rate longitudinal data when it is available. Second, ensure that
data used as inputs is clinically representative of real patients,
and not the sometimes unrepresentative world of clinical trials.
Again, one way to increase this probability is to use data that is
literally collected during the provision of clinical care. Third, we
need to continue to look beyond what information is collected
in the genome or EHR. Emerging sources of data such as
internet-connected devices have enormous promise for future
of medicine and should be pursued with vigor.

Conflict of Interest statement. None declared.
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